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PART SIX:
FLESH AND
BLOOD
“...opponents of AI, and any generally-applied AI
solution, always claim the problem is that we can’t
examine or understand artificial consciousness. It’s
worth remembering that we still don’t understand
how human consciousness works...”
—NUNA LEATH, 2038

MEDIATION DIVISIONAL - FORT WORTH

OPERATIONAL PROGRESS SUMMARY, AS OF 11PM (EST)
Interaction Team C9 (mobile) has been
supplemented by teams C6 (mobile) and K12
(tactical). Teams continue to sweep the south
west quadrant (SW 116 and SW 118) of the
CRATER RESTRICTED ZONE (CRZ).
[Parameter advisory: vehicular access to CRZ is
limited. Interactor elements are on foot, conducting
hard target search of district structures. Drone
Technical Assist and External (Mediation) Technical
Assist is restricted, due to off-grid (”dead zone”)
nature of CRZ environment, which does not support
the full suite of detection, monitoring, trace, or
biometric tools available under standard Coexistence
coverage. Remote detection systems, including
satellite assets and LIDAR, are being retasked to
identify motion, heat signatures, energy sources/
output and power-bleed (RDS retask authority issued
by BYNES at 8.46 PM). Sweep is being conducted on
a primarily “flesh and blood” basis.]
Primary operational targets as of 8.30PM:
NUNA LEATH (BOLO issued) – Coexistence
architect (see bio) with believed MAL or RADACT
sympathies. Suspected links to CRAYTA terrorist
movement. APPREHENSION URGENT
DAVID MICHAEL PEARSON (BOLO issued) –
Coexistence architect (see bio) with long history
of radactivist behaviour. Has been living off-grid in
CRZ adjacent area for several years. Connections to
known MAL groups. Believed to be assisting N. Leath
in CRAYTA collaboration. APPREHENSION URGENT

RAE CARLA GLEESON (BOLO issued) - Interactor
(see bio) turned dissident (RADACT). Understood
to be helping N. Leath and D. Pearson. Disillusion
and dereliction predicted by Coexistence
Psychological Evaluation Profiling (C-PEP).
APPREHENSION URGENT
Additional:
KENZIE STALLS (BOLO issued) – Orbital worker (data
division), suspected RADACT with links to CRAYTA
terrorist group. Evaded arrest on the Orbital (June
7th; Interaction case officer Emmet Polk) and made
illegal surface-drop to CRZ. APPREHENSION URGENT
ELAINE MARLIN (BOLO issued) – Orbital worker
(freight transfer division), granddaughter of N.
LEATH, history of opdoubt activity. Evaded arrest
on the Orbital (June 7th; Interaction case officer
Emmet Polk) and believed to have arranged/
executed illegal surface-drop to CRZ to assist
absconsion of K. STALLS. APPREHENSION URGENT
KAI-FU LING (BOLO issued) – S ranked game player
(in “Showdown Town” as “Kobe29”). Believed
RADACT with CRAYTA connections. Fled Qingdao
(June 7th; Interaction case officer John Nyman).
APPREHENSION URGENT.
FULL BIO PACKETS and C-PEP data available
Field teams urged to exploit any action or behaviour
of listed suspects to develop leads to, or discovery
of, Crayta movement personnel or locations.

PRIORITY APPREHENSION INSTRUCTED
USE OF LETHAL FORCE AUTHORISED

INFORMATION COMPILED BY COEXISTENCE (gAIa), CONFIDENTIAL, NEED TO KNOW ONLY
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COEXISTENCE PSYCHOLOGICAL
EVALUATION PROFILING
Post-Unity (2063) all individuals have been subject
to continuous ambient profiling by gAIa, a process of
data-collection that functions through every aspect
of everyday life. Apart from primary sources, such
as drone and cuff-technology links, C-PEP gathers
information via ‘observed nuance’ observation and
‘micro flags’ such as vocabulary choices, microexpression, observed response time, physiological
responses etc. The C-PEP process is non-invasive and
utilizes Sheer Learning processes to penetrate every
aspect of daily life.
C-PEP was not a gAIa innovation, but simply evolved
from the many ambient profiling systems that had
been operational since the early 2000s, thanks to the
ubiquity of computers and “smartphone” use in daily
life. Originally (circa 1990s) these processes were
deterministic tests set and evaluated by technical
experts who could inspect and adjust the code that
harvested the data, and could therefore analyze
and account for all data output and outcomes. With
the advent of Machine Learning (”ML”, erroneously
referred to as “AI” at the time), data gathering of this
sort became a primary tool of the global business
model, refining searches, predicting text, translating,
curating product data and recommendations, and
maximizing user interface personalisation and
corporate “micro-targeting”. ML processes data from
text, emails, documents, social media use, image, voice
and video, as well as monitoring proportional ‘time
expended’ on such activities. As early as the 2010s,
these commonplace and unregulated ML systems,
which were primarily algorithms interlocking with raw
Big Data, had become inscrutable, which is to say that
those bodies deploying them could no longer, in any
forensic sense, explain how results or predictions were
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arrived at. There was some notable resistance
to algorithmic curation, such as the Mortgage
Approval Scandal in Europe in 2022. But, by then,
the systems had become too embedded in global
culture to be dislodged.
With the advent of Unity, all such systems were
co-opted by gAIa, and amalgamated into a global
solutionism, where existing methods of ML
(including Extended General and Sheer Learning
Systems) were rapidly replaced by Profound
Learning processes.
gAIa/Coexistence gathers data via C-PEP, in both
macro-behavioural and micro-nuance form, from
everyone, every second of the day. This allows
Coexistence unrivalled predictive abilities, on
both a personal and general level. Psychology,
performance, behaviour and propensity can
be predicted, to an incredibly high degree of
accuracy, often years in advance, and effective
mapping can be done in terms of affiliation,
political and socio-ethical sympathies, and even
criminal activity or dissent. It is said that, through
C-PEP, gAIa knows what we’re going to do before
we do, and can act accordingly to meet our needs.
It is understood that officers of Mediation are
subject to especially thorough C-PEP observation.
Read more

Nuna Leath in
conversation with
Miles Derenk
“FUNCTION” MAGAZINE, MAY 2038 (EXCERPT)

DERENK: You are on record as saying you think we place too much trust in
algorithmic prediction?
LEATH: I know we do, Miles.
DERENK: But it’s remarkably accurate. Demonstrably.
LEATH: Absolutely no doubt about that. It’s an extraordinarily useful and reliable
tool, especially in commercial terms. Once again, though, we’re running into the
same set of problems, of objections. The sort of things a lot of us have been talking
about for years now. On the one hand, the impenetrability of the outcomes. They may
be right, but because of ML’s intrinsic properties, how are they right? How do we
know why they are so accurate, sometimes surprisingly accurate?
DERENK: Surely accuracy’s just a consequence of the sheer size of the data involved--

...prediction
is fallible.

LEATH: Sure, sure. But switch it round. How are
they so wrong when they’re wrong? It’s equally
unfathomable. If a decision, say on a loan or a
request for medical treatment, is negative, we
can’t know why. We can complain, we can object,
we can ask for a review or re-consideration, but
what we can’t get is an explanation. We can’t
know why the decision was made, only that it
was made. There is no means of scrutiny for the
decision-making process.

DERENK: That worries you?
LEATH: It should worry everyone. Because prediction is fallible. We’ve fooled
ourselves that it isn’t.
DERENK: You said “On the one hand...”?
LEATH: Right. It buys into our fundamental objections to genuine AI. That
Disktopian outlook. The idea that we couldn’t, by definition, understand how a
genuine AGI system operated. We couldn’t analyze it or deconstruct its methodology.
Well, we already don’t understand ML prediction systems. We can only observe their
outcomes. Generally, the world seems fine with that, because it appears to serve our
purposes and make life easier. But the same person who is happy for their smart-cuff

to unfathomably curate their shopping and entertainment choices is up in arms about
unimaginable “artificial intelligence” running their lives for them.
DERENK: Double standard? It’s the hypocrisy that bothers you?
LEATH: Honestly, I don’t know. It’s just an observation, really. The hypocrisy
is aggravating, but I think what really bothers me, what needs attention, is that
we appear to be blind... or, at least, cheerfully ignorant... to the inherent flaws.
ML prediction makes mistakes. Not many, but enough. And we accept that. We
can’t examine those mistakes, but we can at least see them when we happen. The
technology is fundamentally flawed... Pasquale was warning about this as early as
2016. ML Systems are unable to explain their decisions to human users, and there are
inevitable biases in data-sets used to train ML systems.
DERENK: You’re only outlining there, forgive me, you’re only outlining there
something that is surely common knowledge? Inherent data-set bias, and the
amplification of mistakes... that underpinned the “fake news” crisis of the early 20s,
and the Disinformation Wars that followed-LEATH: Yes, Miles. But turn it on its head.
Because it seems to me that very few people
are looking at it the other way around. It’s
commonly accepted that ML prediction is
flawed, yet we continue to use it. Knee-jerk
response to AGI proposition is usually “it’s
too dangerous because we won’t know what
it’s thinking”. But we don’t know what we’re
thinking. We still don’t know the precise
mechanisms by which human consciousness
functions, or even where it resides.

We are a
mystery to
ourselves..

DERENK: Glial cells? The operation of calcium waves in astrocytes-LEATH: There’s extraordinary work still being done. And I’m the first to admit it’s
not my field, Miles. But we don’t know where self-aware consciousness is physically
located, or how it functions. We are a mystery to ourselves. Consciousness, and by
extension, our psychology, personality and behaviour, is elusive. Historically, we’ve
developed many reliable tools for psychological and behavioural prediction, ML
prediction being the latest. I have no doubt that an AGI prediction system would be
even more accurate. But all of those tools are intrinsically
compromised by the data-sets that feed them, because the
data-sets are inevitably incomplete.
DERENK: Because we don’t know ourselves?
LEATH: Not well enough. I predict future problems that
aren’t about our inability to fathom the AGI mind. I think
they’ll be about the inability of AGI minds to fathom ours.

[function]/

DERENK: We’ll surprise AI?
LEATH: We’ll surprise ourselves.
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To be continued

“...and with this, step away from a
history of conflict and enter a future
of coexistence. One world and
one peace, for all, forever.”
–FROM THE STATEMENT OF THE 1019
CO-SIGNATORIES OF THE BERLIN
AGREEMENT, 2063
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